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Introduction
In a world that is getting more digital by the day, users have gotten used to being
bombarded with ads, posts and other content and in turn using AdBlockers as a means to
get rid of some of the noise.

But for many businesses this is becoming a real challenge, as it gets harder to reach existing
and potential customers.

With our daily lives being more digital, spending countless hours on our phones or
computers, online communities have become vital parts of our lives.

And while social media is a great way for a business to present itself and establish
communication with its customers, it lacks a couple important features.

Online Community platforms present a solution to that problem, offering a better way of
communicating and interacting with your customers, making it easier to build deeper
relationships.

According to a GlobalWebIndex report, members of community sites prefer online
communities in comparison to social media sites for the following:

Considering these statistics it seems very appealing to create a branded online community
for your business, as the benefits could be substantial.
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An article by the Harvard Business Review stated that online communities create a pathway
to sustainable growth.

But launching an online community is not really easy is it? That’s why we have done the
work for you.

With this guide and our platform, creating a community that drives your businesses growth
has just become a lot easier to do.

Community Life Cycles
There are some things that you should know first.

The key to successfully creating an online community is to have the right tools and a
strategy ready. Otherwise things will get chaotic and a lot of energy and resources will be
lost.

FeverBee has proposed a model of online community life-cycles as shown in the image
below.

We however believe, based on our experience, that there should be another stage before
inception called conception.

We define conception as the stage you will go through where you are discovering your
need for an online community, start your research on the right platform and work on your
strategy.
We believe this to be the pillar of all the steps that follow.
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That’s why we will provide you with a blueprint for the conception and inception phase for
your online community.

Define your Strategy
Now that we have established the reasons why a well defined strategy is important, let’s get
to it.

Having a strategy that states the goals and objectives of your business and the online
community you want to create will serve you as a great foundation and a guiding light that
you can turn to in times of struggle.

Here are some steps to help you define your strategy.
● Know your “Why”: Figure out why you want to create this community, who it should

be for and what are the goals you try to achieve with it. Once you have your why it’ll
be much easier to get other people to join your community.

● Choose the right platform: What platform will suit you best? Make sure it fits your
budget. Will a Facebook group or an Instagram account be enough? Or better a
dedicated and branded platform that gives you full control over your community?

● Provide quality content: In the beginning you will have to provide meaningful
content to spark conversations, get people interested and engaged. To do this,
figure out what problems your community might be facing, whether it be with your
product or with external things that you could offer a solution to.

● Put a team together: You will need help moderating your community and the
content that will be contributed. Make sure you have a team of moderators and
community managers that can help keep your community on topic and provide fuel
if needed to keep it thriving.

● Patience: Last but not least, have patience. It takes time and effort to get your
community to where it will be self-sustaining. But it’s well worth it. Just keep
listening to your community, engage them and promote it.

Know your customers
The next step that is very important and also touches a bit on the topic of your “Why” is
knowing your customers and thereby knowing your community or who it will be for.

This will help you with a lot of things like setting your goals, deciding which content or
topics will be interesting to your community and so on.

You will want to create a user persona of your ideal community member.

To help you with that you can conduct some research, using your existing channels like
Facebook or Reddit to post surveys that ask personal questions about your audience's
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demographics and which platforms or software they use to access communities. This will
help you narrow down who your community will be for.

Will it be for customers to support them, to solve problems or will it be for engaged users
of your product that want to share their experience, help others and give you feedback.

So figure out what the purpose of your community should be, and then define your ideal
community member.

Community type
Once you have decided on who your community members will or should be and what the
purpose of your community will be you can decide what form it should have.

There are a few that we are going to list here.
● Public Community: Can be accessed by anyone without going through a sign up

process or a pay-wall. Will be indexed by search engines which can be great for your
SEO.

● Private Community: Here users will have to be invited or sign up using a public sign
up form to access your community. This could be for customers that are very close
to your brand and that are willing to access your community. Private communities
can still be indexed by search engines if wanted.

● Secret Community: A community that won’t be accessible for the public, with no
available sign up forms or other gateways. These are great for internal purposes if
you need a closed community for your employees.

● Hybrid Community: A community that is public to a certain extent with some private
or secret sub-communities that are locked to other users.

As with everything, each community type has its own advantages and disadvantages. For a
lot of businesses a hybrid community would probably be a great fit as it offers the best of
both worlds.

Set KPIs
A good strategy should always contain some KPIs so that you can use some hard numbers
to measure your growth and success. There is a large variety of performance metrics you
can use.

Here are some suggestions.

● Amount of new users per time period
● Total number of users
● Total number of posts
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● Average number of daily posts
● Amount of active users

This is just a short and basic list of possible KPIs. Find out which KPIs suit your community
and its purpose and figure out how to best measure your goals.

Identify Stakeholders and Roles
These are prominent and distinguishable roles within your community that contribute to its
success.

Knowing these stakeholders and roles will assist you in providing the right content for your
audience and engage them. You will know how to treat each of them and figure out how to
keep them committed.

Some of the most prominent roles are these.

● Community Manager
● Community Moderator
● Super User
● Lurker
● Newcomer

Each one of these is very different in what they provide to your community and what they
need in return.

It is crucial to know what these roles are to keep your community growing and thriving.

Prepare a Content Strategy
A community with no content will dissolve faster than a puddle under the desert sun. That’s
why you need to prepare a strategy in advance along with a bunch of content. All
beginnings are hard and here it is on you to take the initiative.

Figure out which topics are interesting to your community, what questions do they have,
which problems might they be facing and create valuable content around that.

So once you have researched relevant topics, start prioritizing them. This provides you with
some structure and will make it easier to build on.

You can also try to use interactive content to engage your community like surveys, simple
questions or feedback rounds.

And remember to keep it simple.
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Trial Community
Once you have your strategy in place and have an idea of which topics will be important it
is time to test it.

The goal is to create a minimum viable community.

So instead of inviting thousands of people, putting up ads and links everywhere, start slow
and test it first. This might save you a lot of time, money and other resources.

● Set up the platform: Choose a simple, no to low-cost platform with no coding
needed and set it up. You can use the free version of our Wisdom platform for this.

● Get some members: Carefully select and invite people that are interested in joining
your community. Call them “early adopters” or something like that. Explain their
roles clearly. They will help you build the community. For that it is important to instill
a sense of exclusivity, make them feel special.

● Get some feedback: Post some of your content. See how people react, what type of
content they respond to. Ask questions, what do they like and what is missing for
them.

Test your content this way, adjust your strategy based on the feedback and you will be
more ready than ever before.

When you feel confident, add features or upgrade the plan accordingly and keep adding
members, but don’t go too fast. Give your community members time to settle in,
encourage your early adopter to become active members and make sure you provide a nice
welcome to newcomers.

This way you will see your online community growing at a nice and sustainable pace.

Launch
You have successfully tested your community, more and more people want to join. It is time
to unleash it even more.

Invite people that follow you on your social media accounts and send email invitations to
your newsletter subscribers.

But be aware that you are still early, this is still the inception stage. You and a couple of core
members will be tasked with providing the majority of content.

But with time and the right set up, more and more people will take a more active role as
they feel part of the community and the team.
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So keep an eye out for those members that are active. You can even try to “hire” them to
be the content providers at the beginning and answer questions. Offer your super users
incentives like a discount code or something similar.

Don’t stay in this phase longer than a couple of weeks. When your super users have
crystallized and you know what content works, fully unleash your community.

And stay flexible. Your community will never be finished, there will always be adjustments to
be made, but that’s exactly what will keep people commited.

New Members
As your community grows, you will always have an incoming stream of new members. And
they are vital for the success of your community and your business.

Therefore, have some measures in place to make sure newcomers feel welcome, can orient
themselves fast and can integrate into the community with ease.

Here are some suggestions:

● A dedicated welcome space: Have a seperate space for newcomers to ask
questions, present themselves and receive help and information. In Wisdom you can
easily create a subgroup for newcomers where they can find FAQs to answer their
questions, saving you a lot of time and effort. This also removes an entry barrier, as
new members now don’t have to ask questions which they might find embarrassing.

● Pin Guidelines and Policies: Every functioning community needs guidelines and
policies of conduct. Make sure they are clearly visible and accessible. They define
what your community members can do, how they should interact with each other
and much more.

● A welcome message: Send people that join your community a message or email to
greet them. Include some useful links or information in the message.

Promote your Community
With the foundation laid out and tested, it’s time to promote it, let everyone know (if that is
the goal of your community).

Connect your existing channels and use them as funnels to your online community.

Here are some basic things you can easily do yourself:
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● Link on your website: Add a link to your online community in the footer of your
website or have a community section, you can even spice it up with a pop-up that
announces your community.

● Email signatures: Add a CTA that leads to your online community to your team's
signatures, that way every email you send becomes an invitation to your community.

● Newsletter: If you have a subscriber list, send them an email newsletter announcing
that the online community is live and they can now join.

● Social Media: Post about your community on social media and add a link in your bio.
● Blogs: If you have a blog section, create a blog post about your community.

And these are some more advanced strategies to promote your community.

● AMA Sessions: Invite influencers or other people with a following or reputation to
hold an AMA session in your community. Posting about it on all your social media
could get a lot of people to join your community.

● Community Calendar: Create and promote a couple of exciting events for your
community. You can use the event calendar feature in Wisdom to do that. This
allows existing members to bond more and they can share the event with their
friends.

● Go viral: Yes, this is very hard to do, but don’t give up on it. Use your presence on
social media to showcase quality content. If you do it consistently, one of your posts
might go viral.

● Hold competitions: This is an exciting and engaging way to get people into your
community and keep them committed. Offer rewards to incentivize your audience.

Track Growth and Activity
Creating and sharing content and optimizing it, promoting your community and improving
the onboarding process are great ways to ensure your community will thrive.

But you need to keep an eye on how things are going. That’s why we talked about setting
KPIs earlier.

These KPIs will help you track your growth and react if necessary.

Of course, the growth rate is important but the engagement rate might be even more
important for you and the health of your community.

Wisdom provides you with data on these essential KPIs so you always know how your
community is doing.
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Conclusion
Creating a thriving and self-sustaining community is not a walk in the park, but just as
building a business itself, it needs some work and investment in the beginning to pay off
big time later.

A well constructed community with an engaged audience can propel your business to new
heights, increase your ROI, reduce customer support costs and improve customer retention
rate and the overall customer lifetime value.

If you follow the steps we went through in this guide, you will be on a very good path.

And going with Wisdom can make it even easier for you, as we designed the platform with
you in mind, combining the modern and intuitive design of social networks with a high
degree of customization and a richness of features that will help your business grow.

Check it out yourself: Wisdom Features
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